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Phobya SLI Connector
Plexi - Slot 3

$5.95

Product Images

Short Description

The variable SLI connection piece connects two VGA waterblocks which are operated in a system in SLI mode . The special of this
piece is that it approximately 12mm in length is adjustable . Therefore, this connector can be used with graphics cards from
different manufacturers.

Description

The variable SLI connection piece connects two VGA waterblocks which are operated in a system in SLI mode . The special of this
piece is that it approximately 12mm in length is adjustable . Therefore, this connector can be used with graphics cards from
different manufacturers. The nipple can be used to either turn the graphics cards in a row , or if you put 2 nipples between 2
graphics cards , both coolers can be durchströhmt parallel. This is of course also possible with 3 graphics card coolers . The
connector pieces are available in 3 lengths:
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Article 94248 for 1 slot
Article 94249 for 2 slot
Article 94250 for 3 slot motherboards.

Specifications

A direct connector between 2 graphics cards .

Thread: G1 / 4 inch Material : Brass nickel plated

Distance between the radiators : 59.5 to 70.9 mm

Suitable for motherboards with 1 slot spacing between the two graphics cards.

Suitable for crossfire graphics card cooler of such Koolance , XSPC , Alphacool

Warning:
The nipple is compatible only with video cards that each have 2 1/4 inch thread top and bottom. In the coolers only have
connectors on one side (eg, Aqua computer ) can not be mounted to the nipple .

Scope of delivery:
SLI connector ( without fittings)

Note: At this connector nipples are additionally required.

Additional Information

Brand Phobya

SKU PH-94250

Weight 0.1000

Color Clear

Vga Universal

Block GPU Type Nvidia/AMD

Block Accessory Type Rigid Tube
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